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OPINION AND ORDER

Claimant appeals from a decision of the Administrative

Law Judge filed June 8, 2011.

The Administrative Law Judge entered the following

findings of fact and conclusions of law: 

1. The stipulations agreed to by the
parties at the pre-hearing conference
conducted on April 13, 2011, and
contained in a pre-hearing order filed
that same date, are hereby accepted as
fact.

2. Claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of
the evidence that she suffered a compensable
injury to her left knee and ankle on October 5,
2010.
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We have carefully conducted a de novo review of the

entire record herein and it is our opinion that the

Administrative Law Judge's decision is supported by a

preponderance of the credible evidence, correctly applies the

law, and should be affirmed. Specifically, we find from a

preponderance of the evidence that the findings of fact made by

the Administrative Law Judge are correct and they are, therefore,

adopted by the Full Commission.

Thus, we affirm and adopt the decision of the

Administrative Law Judge, including all findings and conclusions

therein, as the decision of the Full Commission on appeal.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                   
A. WATSON BELL, Chairman

                                   
KAREN H. McKINNEY, Commissioner

Commissioner Hood dissents.

DISSENTING OPINION

I must respectfully dissent from the majority opinion. 

After a de novo review of the record, I find that case law

dictates a reversal of the Administrative Law Judge’s opinion.
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The sole issue in this appeal is whether the claimant

was performing employment services at the time of the injury.  We

turn to the case law to determine when an employee is deemed to

be performing employment services.  It is clear that injuries

sustained by employees during restroom breaks and while employees

are on their way to and from restroom facilities are considered

compensable.  Pifer v. Single Source Transp., 347 Ark. 851, 69

S.W. 3d 1 (2002); Collins v. Excel Specialty Prods., 347 Ark.

811, 69 S.W. 3d 14 (2002); Matlock v. Ark. Blue Cross Blue

Shield, 74 Ark. App. 322, 49 S.W. 3d 126 (2001).  In addition,

injuries sustained by employees during a required break which

benefits the employer are compensable.  See, e.g., Dearman v.

Deltic Timber Corp., 2010 Ark. App. 87, __S.W.3d__ (reversing

Commission’s denial of benefits where the entire factory shut

down for all of the employees to take their required breaks at

the same time, and those breaks directly advanced an employer’s

interest.)

Here, the claimant’s line was shut down for the

required 30-minute break.  The break advanced the employer’s, not

the claimant’s interest.  The claimant was injured during this

required break.  The facts are analogous to Dearman.  As such, I

find that the claimant was performing employment services when

she fell during her required break.
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For the aforementioned reasons, I must respectfully

dissent.

                                   
PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


